
 



 

 

 

"Upon first hearing about this magazine, you may have asked yourself what 
exactly is The Greg. It's a good question, so you're allowed to ask it, but only if I 
may ask one, too: what exactly is a Comic Book? One could say it is a modern art 
form that reflects a society's popular taste. For me, however, comics have a more 
personal center. Every Comic is unique because every artist and writer is unique. 

Each Comic represents who that person is. It is them through their art-–their 
opinions, beliefs, and world view. We may offer criticism, or tell the creator to 

change this or that to make it more appealing to a wider audience, but in doing so 
we are robbing ourselves of what makes art so special in the first place. Each 

individual has their own unique manner of expression, and artists do so in some of 
the most diverse and personal ways imaginable. What follows is a collection of 

stories and art that represent the people that created them. We did not ask them to 
change their work to better suit the tastes of a wider audience. We let them be 

themselves—each being an extremely talented individual. That is what The Greg is 
to us. An opportunity to show the world who we are." 

 

 

  
 

All material found in The Greg Magazine requires express written permission from each of the 
authors and artists associated with it for duplication, reprinting, usage, or anything like it. 

- Anthony Applegate 
Editor in Cheif 
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THE GREG
free indie comic magazine

COMIC BOOK
ARTISTS NEEDED

You will

Work with our writers!

Draw cool stuff!

Get published!

Get paid in publicity, EXP, and lols!

Contact me, Skyler Hope, for more info
thegregmagazine@gmail.com

or text 385-482-6430



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 





















Who’s Who in the Greg? 
Member Bios 
 

Skyler Hope – CEO of the Greg - An emotionally scarred warrior searching for 
meaning in a cruel universe through entrepreneurial passion. Loves philosophy, art, cost 
projection sheets, and corporate conquest. His greatest dream is to generate enough 
passive revenue to save for retirement while driving around the country meeting people 
and spreading good vibes. He’s also a strong advocate for self-compassion and healthy 
chakras. 

 

Anthony Dayne Applegate – Editor in Chief - Anthony is in truth the mouthpiece of 
Zooty Coot, an ancient and relatively obscure trickster deity. It is through Anthony that 
Zooty has performed such miraculous accomplishments as the founding of the motion 
picture factory Stolen Runabout Studios--for which Anthony has acted as the figurehead 
writer and director on several novelty films. The Greg personally selected Anthony to be 
the Editor of this publication because of his proven loyalty to an anthropomorphic animal 
overlord. If any of our readers feel a considerable amount of sorrow over Anthony's 
unusual situation, please send some supportive and encouraging emails to 
anthonydayneapplegate@gmail.com 

 

Mason Allan – Writer and Artist - Two truths and a lie: Mason Allan is an artificial 
intelligence, is the creative mind behind the next universe of characters and stories, or is 
able to fit an entire bagel in his (or its?) mouth. Whether Mason is delving helplessly into 
existential crises, reading comics, eating, or doing all of the above, he’s dreaming about 
the next story to tell and the next characters to write. He and The Greg May have also 
been created in the same black site lab accident. The documents and footage are gone, so 
I guess you’ll never know. 

 

Kayla LaFroth – Writer - Ever since I was a little kid, I have loved writing and creating 
stories. I enjoy drawing my characters, developing their personalities, and world-
building. Besides writing and drawing, I sing, listen to music, read books and comics, and 
watch TV shows and movies. I always have a good rant about my futile ships, and am 
always down for a discussion about any stories. "Webtoon" was my inspiration to get into 
the comic world, and I am excited to publish "Super Frenemies" in the Greg! My 
Instagram is @Klafroth 

mailto:anthonydayneapplegate@gmail.com


 

 

Brooke Newhart – Artist - The world's least favorite cranky hermit, who dreams of 
living in the woods, painting and gardening, surrounded by cats. She is studying art and 
has been drawing comics since 5th grade. A fateful tinder match introduced her to the 
Greg, and she is currently illustrating WARNER and working on artwork of dead birds.  

 

Heidi Jensen – Artist - Heidi has been creating art ever since her grubby little hands 
could grasp a No. 2 Ticonderoga pencil. She is currently creating art for BARD FROM 
ENTRY. She can be found at heidielizabethdraws.com. 

 

Liam Fitzgerald – Writer - A skin-wearing skeleton who dreams of nothing more than 
bringing what’s in his head into reality (well, the good stuff, at least). Very rarely turns 
down food. Doesn’t mind being called “Lemur”. 

 
 
Sabrina Boyer – Artist –  
Name: Sabrina Boyer ( or Sab). Species: Human…Probably. Class: Huge Nerd, level 50+  
Backstory: An upstate New Yorker who is now an artist and occasional writer for the 
Greg. Strength (2) Dexterity (7) Constitution (9) Intelligence (12) Wisdom (13) Charisma 
(1) NERD( 20) Abilities: -Can watch an Anime and catch up with the Manga in a week. 
(The record has been four days) -Makes and wears Cosplay! Weaknesses: -COMICS! 
She loves comics (and Manga) so much! -Dinosaurs! If she had the resources to make 
Jurassic Park she would, no matter how many movies show what a bad idea it is. 
Instagram: spacing_out8 
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